Ways to get FL-41 filter glasses

✓ **Buy premade FL-41 glasses with no prescription in them** ($59.99*)
  Choose from our premade selection in our optical shop

✓ **Tint your existing pair of eye glasses** ($35.00*)
  We cannot apply the filter to glasses with antireflective coating (AR) or are made of glass
  Scratched lenses should not be used
  Some materials cannot be tinted

✓ **If your glasses have AR or are made of glass** ($125.00 - $400.00***)
  We can remake your prescription lenses with a *valid prescription* and then tint them with the FL-41 filter. AR can be put on after filter is applied.
  Or...
  You can have your lenses remade by your optical shop without AR and then send them to us to have the FL-41 filter applied. AR can be put on after filter is applied. CR-39, trivex, or polycarbonate are the best material to use.
  ($35.00* for FL-41 filter only)

✓ **A Clip-on can be made with the FL-41 filter tint** ($99.99*)
  We have clip-ons here that we can make with the FL-41 filter
  Or...
  Choose a clip-on that fits your glasses with an eye wire screw so we can replace the lenses and tint them with the FL-41 filter ($125.00*)

✓ **Cocoons** (a wrap around frame that fits over your glasses) ($175.00*)
  Cocoons are nonprescription and can be worn with or without glasses
  The original cocoon lenses will be replaced with new lenses that are tinted with the FL-41 filter

Live out of Salt Lake City, Utah?
Don’t need prescription glasses?
Want to choose a frame you like?

You can pick out a frame at a local optical shop that you like then send it to the Moran Optical Shop. We will replace the lenses* and apply the FL-41 filter.

*Frames are sold with demo lenses that will not tint

*Cost does not include tax and shipping

**Final cost based on prescription and type of lenses needed

Prices subject to change